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Casio Releases New Shock-Resistant MT-G Watch with a Vintage Look 
 

Look Achieved by Layering Gold and Black Ion Plating 
 

 
MTG-S1000BS 

 
BASEL, March 26, 2014 — Casio Computer Co., Ltd. announced today the limited edition release 
of a new MT-G shock-resistant watch that combines strength and beauty. With only 500 watches 
produced, the MTG-S1000BS features a vintage feel including brass accents created by layering 
gold and black ion plating. 
 
The MT-G line of G-SHOCK watches offer outstanding shock-resistance combined with the feel 
and appearance of a metal exterior. As part of this line, the MTG-S1000 was released last year. It 
featured a new Core Guard Structure for shock-resistant performance, advanced Triple G Resist* 
construction, and an exterior with the look and feel of metal. It has gained popularity for its tough 
performance, and its clean and simple lines. 
* Reinforced construction to resist shocks, centrifugal force and vibrations. 
 
While based on the robust and timeless design of the MTG-S1000, the new MTG-S1000BS 
features a special ion-plating finish for a vintage feel. It conveys the appeal of a G-SHOCK watch 
that can withstand harsh environments and be used for many years. To achieve the color of brass 
which is known for becoming even more attractive as time goes on, the new watch features black 
ion plating layered over gold ion plating, with some of the top layer then burnished away. The 
result is a well worn appearance, creating a special model with a vintage feel. 
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  Specifications 
 

Construction 
Triple G Resist (shock-resistant, resistant to centrifugal force 
and vibration-resistant) 

Water Resistance 20 bar 
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Radio Frequency 
77.5 kHz (DCF77: Germany); 60 kHz (MSF: UK); 60 kHz 
(WWVB: USA); 40 kHz (JJY: Fukushima, Japan) / 60 kHz 
(JJY: Kyushu, Japan); 68.5 kHz (BPC: China) 

Radio Wave Reception 
Automatic reception up to six times a day (except for use in 
China: up to five times a day); manual reception 

World Time 
29 cities (29 time zones; daylight saving on/off; daylight saving 
time (summer time) auto switching/ standard time and 
Coordinated Universal Time 

Stopwatch 
1/20-second stopwatch; measuring capacity: 120 minutes; 
auto-start 

Countdown Timer 
Measuring unit: 1 second; countdown range: 120 minutes; 
countdown start time setting range: 1 to 120 minutes 

Other Functions 
Automatic hands correction; daily alarm; full auto-calendar; 
battery recharge warning 

Power Source Tough Solar power system (solar-charging system) 

Continuous Operation 
About 27 months with the power-saving function* ON after full 
charge 
*Power-saving after a certain period in a dark location 

Size of Case 58.6 × 53.5 × 15.5 mm 
Total Weight Approx. 188 g 
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